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Abstract  
Universities and industry have shared goals because graduates of universities are employed by 
industry or become stakeholders during their career. Industry is finding ways to cooperate with 
universities by participating in workplace projects, guest lectures and mentoring programs. There is an 
opportunity to find holistic solutions to industry problems whenever several faculties of a university are 
willing to work in collaboration to solve the complex and ambiguous problems of the world. In 2016, 
the Queensland University of Technology, QUT created a trans disciplinary approach to executive 
education, QUT Ex to foster industry university cooperation. Their vision is to find solutions to real 
world problems in an environment that is volatile, uncertain, complex and agile, VUCA [1]. QUT Ex is 
responsive to complex systems by expanding capability within higher education. The trans disciplinary 
model is a vision for industry university cooperation rolling out across all faculties of an entire 
university.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Universities have traditionally been places of research and learning. Historically, the faculties of 
philosophy, arts and medicine were in universities. In time, business faculties emerged [2]. The 
university industry collaboration is growing with industry participating in workplace projects, curriculum 
design, facilitating in classrooms, coaching and mentoring opportunities. Industry is keen to capitalise 
on the most recent university research and this case study finds they are willing to pay for executive 
education [3]. 

2 METHODOLOGY 
This is a case study of a university’s attempt to break down the traditional silos of faculties [4] and 
implement a vision of trans disciplinary education to foster industry university collaboration. QUT Ex is 
the education unit of the university. The model is to bring together all faculties of the university for the 
purpose of providing trans disciplinary education. University industry collaboration brings real world 
capability into the classroom with the Executive MBA.  Outside the classroom it further increases the 
economic opportunities of universities as they move toward a more robust attitude to 
commercialization. 

3 RESULTS 
The case study reports how QUT Ex has implemented trans disciplinary executive education with the 
current participation of the faculties of Business, Creative Industries and Health. QUT Ex is yet to 
secure participation from Sciences, Engineering and Information Systems. The model is designed to 
contribute one professor from each faculty of the university to work within QUT Ex. The professor 
would be dedicated to the vision and implementation of QUT executive education that operates within 
the Graduate Business School. The vision is to increase capability and find real world solutions to the 
complex problems of the world by providing a trans disciplinary approach. 

3.1 Trans disciplinary education 
Trans disciplinary research is defined as research efforts conducted by investigations from different 
disciplines working jointly to create new conceptual, theoretic, methodological and translational 
innovations that integrate and move beyond discipline specific approaches to address a common 
problem [5]. 
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Figure 1 Trans disciplinary education 

3.1.1 Creative Industries Faculty 
A short video captures Professor Paul Makeham’s experience as Director of corporate education 
Faculty of Creative Industries for QUT Ex. Paul outlines the vision of trans disciplinary education. The 
script is available on request. 

 
Figure 2 Video Creative Industries 

3.1.2 The Health Faculty  
A short video captures Professor Mary-Lou Fleming’s experience as Director of corporate education 
Faculty of Health for QUT Ex. Mary-Lou outlines the challenges of implementing trans disciplinary 
education. The script is available on request. 
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Figure 3 Video Faculty of Health 

3.1.3 Business Faculty 
A short video captures Dr John Bensley’s experience as corporate educator in Faculty of Business for 
QUT Ex. John outlines the value of holistic learning in a complex education system. The script is 
available on request. 

 
Figure 4 Video Business faculties 

3.1.4 Graduate Business School 

A short video captures Dr Anthony Peloso’s experience as corporate educator in Graduate Business 
School for QUT Ex. Tony explores the significance of Big Data and the university experience. The 
script is available on request. 
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Figure 5 Video Graduate Business School 

4 CONCLUSIONS 
The vision of QUT Ex is innovative as it attempts to transform the tradition of university faculties 
operating in silo. It endeavours to bring all faculties of a university together such as business, creative 
industries, engineering, health, sciences and information systems in an effort to cooperate with 
industry to provide capability in a VUCA environment. This is a disruptive approach and fast fail during 
the initial stages will provide valuable learning. At present QUT Ex has partially achieved its goal of 
having all faculties participating. There are numerous challenges as faculties endeavour to commit 
and collaborate with each other and industry. The goal is to provide executive education by creating 
real world solutions to the complex and ambiguous problems of industry. 
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